Technical Brief TB 140F
Determining Wall Thickness for KYDEX® Thermoplastic Sheet.

DRAW RATIO

Under all thermoforming conditions where pieces are formed from flat sheet, the surface area will
become larger and the gauge thickness thinner. One of the decisive factors of thinning is the draw
ratio, generally defined as the ratio of part depth to part width.
Depth of Part
Width of Part

Draw Ratio =

The part is formed from a sheet that is stretched over a male mold, or stretched into a female
mold. As the sheet is stretched, thin and thick spots will develop. Maintaining a low draw ratio
is important to maintaining a somewhat uniform wall thickness, and avoids excessively thin
areas. In general, draw ratio is more crucial for female molds than male. A draw ratio of 2:1
is recommended for female molds. If plug assist thermoforming is used, the draw ratio can be
greatly increased.
AREA RATIO

To estimate the thinning which occurs, one should first determine the area ratio. Area ratio is
the ratio of the sheet area before thermoforming to the area of the part after forming:
Area Ratio =

Area of Sheet Before Forming
Area of Part After Forming

The area ratio will give some indication to the amount of wall thinning the sheet will see. This
calculation is also commonly used to determine the thickness of the sheet that is needed to
achieve the desired wall thickness.
Area Ratio =

Area of Sheet Before Forming
Area of Part After Forming

=

AxB
=
A x B + E (2C + 2D)

3x4
3 x 4 + 1 (4 + 2)

=

12
18

= 67%

Example: A rectangular cavity with side flanges has been chosen, see Figure 1.
A sheet that was originally 3.18mm (0.125”) will now have a thickness of 2.13mm (0.084”)
(0.125” x 0.67 = 0.084”)
Figure 1: Male Mold

Figure 2: Female Mold
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MALE MOLD:
(FIGURE 1)

If the part were made using simple drape forming over a male mold, the sheet would first contact
area C x D, which would maintain its original thickness. The remaining available sheet, area A x
B - C x D is now used to form the remainder of the part. The thinning that will occur is calculated
as follows:
Available Sheet Area
Area of Part Remaining

=

(A x B) - (C x D)
(A x B) - (C x D) + E (2C + 2D)

=

(3 x 4) - (2 x 1)
(3 x 4) - (2 x 1) + 1 (4 + 2)

=

10
16

= 63%

A sheet that was originally 3.18mm (0.125”) will now have a wall thickness of 2.01mm (0.079”)
(0.125” x 0.63 = 0.079”)
FEMALE MOLD:
(FIGURE 2)

If the same part was to be formed using a female mold, the sheet would first contact area A x B C x D, resulting in a flange with a heavy wall thickness and leaving only area C x D for forming the
total cavity area, E(2C + 2D) + C x D. The thinning that will occur is calculated as follows:
Available Sheet Area
Area of Part Remaining

=

CxD
C x D + E (2C + 2D)

=

2x1
2 x 1 + 1 (4 + 2)

=

2
8

= 25%

A sheet cavity that was originally 3.18mm (0.125”) will now have a thickness of 0.79mm (0.031”)
(0.125” x 0.25 = 0.031”)
Note: In reality none of the flat areas will have the calculated thickness uniformly distributed because the walls are not formed
at the same time but in sequence. As the sheet is drawn into the cavity, further stretching and thinning continues until finally the
inside corners fill. The last formed edges will have the thinnest wall thickness.
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Because we cannot anticipate or control the many different conditions under which this information and our products may be used, we do not guarantee the applicability of the accuracy of
this information or the suitability of our products in any given situation. Users should conduct their own tests to determine the suitability of each product for their particular purposes. Data in
the physical property table represents typical values and are to serve only as a guide for engineering design. Results are obtained from specimens under ideal laboratory conditions. Right to
change physical properties as a result of technical progress is reserved. THE PRODUCTS DISCUSSED ARE SOLD WITHOUT WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR
A PARTICULAR USE, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN OUR STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE. Buyer assumes all responsibility for loss
or damage arising from the handling and use of our products, whether done in accordance with directions or not. In no event shall the supplier or the manufacturer be liable for incidental or
consequential damages. Also, statements concerning the possible use of our products are not intended as recommendations to use our products in the infringement of any patent. Consult local
code and regulatory agencies for specific requirements regarding code compliance, transporting, processing, recycling and disposal of our product. Texture, product grade and other conditions
may cause variations in appearance.
This information supersedes all previously published data.
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